The hidden yet indispensable value of monozukuri
As Japan’s SMEs look to expand their international operations, they are banking on a strict adherence to the Japanese manufacturing
philosophy of monozukuri and the highly-revered ‘Made in Japan’ brand to set them apart from the competition.

“We strive in R&D to
ensure our products
are lightweight,
XJUInFYJCJMJUZBOE
functionality”
Takayuki Ito, President,
Aitoz Corporation
If there is one word that is synonymous with Japanese manufacturing, it is undoubtedly “quality”.
From cars and electronics, to textiles, chemical products and onto
high-tech engineered components
and machines, Japanese manufacturers’ painstaking attention to detail has ensured the long-standing
reputation of the ‘Made in Japan’
brand across the globe.
In more recent decades, Japan
has faced stiff competition from
regional competitors in China and
South Korea. And while these
countries may have surpassed Japan in terms of quantity and price,
they have often failed to replicate
the distinctive Japanese quality
that continues to set many Nippon companies apart from their
regional counterparts offering
cheaper alternatives.
A discussion about this topic
with the proud president of any
+BQBOFTFNBOVGBDUVSJOHmSNXJMM
likely throw up some variation of
the following: “If you’re searching
for quality that stands the test of
time, turn to Japan. If short-term
cost saving is your priority, look
elsewhere.” Japanese products
may cost more at the offset. However their durability and reliability
often means less money is spent on
maintenance, repairs or replacements in the longer term.
So what exactly is so unique
about the Japanese manufacturing tradition that ensures this
often unmatchable quality? The
answer – ‘monozukuri’, a long-

standing philosophy held by JapaOFTFmSNTXIJDIGPDVTFTPOQSJEF 
skill, dedication and the pursuit of
innovation and perfection.
Monozukuri (a combination of
‘mono’ meaning thing and ‘zukuri’
meaning the act of making) is often
equated to ‘craftsmanship’ in English.
However while craftsmanship often
puts emphasis on the craftsman,
monozukuri is more about reverence for the thing being made, thus
EFnFDUJOHBUUFOUJPOBXBZGSPNUIF
person doing the making. Stemming from a centuries-old Japanese
culture based on a deep respect for
both animate and inanimate objects,
monozukuri not only focuses on crafting the highest quality products, but
also on sustainable manufacturing
and working in harmony with the
surrounding environment.
Toyota made the term become
globally recognized in the world of
business some years back. The automobile maker’s reputed Toyota ProEVDUJPO 4ZTUFN JT mSNMZ CBTFE PO
the monozukuri philosophy, or what it
calls an “all-encompassing approach
to manufacturing.” And while household names such as Toyota, Nissan,
Honda, Sony, Panasonic, and Nikon
are the ambassadors of monozukuri
at a global level, there are thousands
PGTNBMMBOENJETJ[FE/JQQPOmSNT
now looking to expand beyond Japan’s borders to bring their highquality products to an entire new
base of overseas customers.
Shrinking domestic demand,
brought about by Japan’s aging
population, has compelled many of
these companies to look for growth
opportunities abroad, where they are
banking on their strict adherence to
Japanese monozukuri and the highlyrevered ‘Made in Japan’ brand to set
them apart from the competition.
One such company looking towards
the international market is textile maker, Aitoz Corporation. Having established itself as a leading manufacturer
of work wear for all segments, with
a particular focus on manufacturing,
delivery and logistics wear, Aitoz has
plans to export its products to the European and North American markets,
where it sees ample potential for its
next-generation work clothing.
“We have analyzed the market in
Europe and North America. What
we’ve learned is what they are ac-

tually wearing is not comfortable at
all,” says president, Takayuki Ito. “For
instance, their boots are quite heavy,
so it is harder to move around. However, our products are revolutionary;
we strive in R&D to ensure our prodVDUTBSFMJHIUXFJHIUXJUInFYJCJMJUZ
and functionality.”
Driven by a constant pursuit for innovation, Aitoz has always strived to
make groundbreaking products, the
latest of which include its ‘Ice Vest’,
a vest containing ice packs that is
designed to prevent outdoor workers
from suffering heat stroke (a common
issue in Japan), and clothing featuring
Diaplex, an intelligent textile designed
for workers working in outdoor environments which is highly repellant to
substances such as water, oil and dust.
“When the temperature inside
the clothing is low, Diaplex shuts
out the permeation of air and water vapor molecules. On the other
hand, when the temperature inside the garment rises, it exhibits
the moisture permeability function that actively releases air and

water vapor molecules to the outside of the garment,” explains Mr.
Ito, who adds that Diaplex also
has potential to be deployed as
protective gear amid the current
coronavirus pandemic.
As with any monozukuri-focused
company, Aitoz has committed itself
to sustainable manufacturing and
made valuable efforts to comply with
three of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs):
mSTUMZ  UIF QSPNPUJPO PG TVTUBJOFE 
inclusive, and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive employment, and decent work for all; secondly, sustainable consumption and
production patterns; and thirdly, the
revitalization of global partnership
for sustainable development.
“We believe that our company
could help to solve more problems
by implementing SDGs,” adds Mr. Ito.
“For us, it is crucial to get brand recognition as a company, domestically
and internationally. So, when people
see our brand tag, they know about
our company and what we do.”

The unique touch of Imabari quality
For over 100 years, Fujitaka Towel has harmonized high technology and the famous Imabari tradition to craft the
perfect towel.
While regions like Champagne
(France), Rioja (Spain) and Parma
(Italy) are synonymous with high
quality you can taste, the Japanese city of Imabari is reputed
for superior quality you can feel
the moment it touches your skin.
For over 120 years, monozukuri (Japanese craftsmanship) in
Imabari has focused on the art
of towel making, which is why
the city has been dubbed the
“Mecca of Towels”. For a towel to
be considered an Imabari towel,
it must undergo rigorous testing
and adhere to the world’s most
stringent standards of quality,
softness and water absorbency.
Established in 1919, Fujitaka
Towel is one of the leading and
long-standing Imabari towel
manufacturers, having cultivated excellent technology and
knowhow over the past century
in order to craft the perfect towel
that stands out from the competition.

“Shortly after the company
was founded, we gained a reputation as ‘Fujitaka: The Technological Company.’ We have always led
the towel industry, producing fa-

“Our goal is to deliver
happiness and a unique
experience to our
customers”
Akira Fujitaka, President,
Fujitaka Towel
mous brands of towels, and registering various patents,” explains
president, Akira Fujitaka.

“Furthermore, focusing on inhouse production, we have an integrated production system from
ZBSO EZFJOH UP UIF mOJTIFE QSPEuct. Every day, our employees are
proud to manufacture the most
innovatively designed towels, and
Fujitaka’s mission is to provide our
customers with the safest and
highest quality product.”

'SPNQSPDVSFNFOUPGUIFmOFTU
raw materials, such as handpicked
Indian cotton, through to weaving,
dyeing, post-production rinsing and
OFBUMZQBDLBHJOHUIFmOBMQSPEVDU 
each segment of Fujitaka’s eight-step
production process is carried out

with the utmost care and dedication.
And it is this dedication to the craft
that has ensured the company’s position as number one in sales in Japan.
“At Fujitaka, we all love making things. The process of towel
making is an intricate and complicated process, but it’s great to
create things from scratch,” adds
Mr. Fujitaka. “Our goal is to deliver
happiness and a unique
experience to our customers. We want them
to feel the emotion and
dedication that we put
into making our towels.”
Having cemented its
reputation in Japan over
the past century, the company now aims to reach a
wider international customer base
that have yet to experience the high
quality, craftsmanship and unmistakable feel of an Imabari-made towel
from Fujitaka.

Exporting the monozukuri philosophy

“We always pursue
quality through a high
level of craftsmanship and
manufacturing standards”
Yasunori Yanagida, President,
Emuden Musen Kogyo Co., Ltd.
As Japanese SMEs have embraced
globalization in a bid to expand international operations, many have
moved production overseas, particularly to high-growth markets
in Southeast Asia.
As such, a major priority for
UIFTF mSNT JT FOTVSJOH UIBU UIF
high quality of their products is

maintained through the adoption
of monozukuri principles at their
overseas factories – something
that electronics components maker, Emuden Musen Kogyo Co., Ltd.
has managed to do successfully as
it has shifted some manufacturing
to China and Vietnam.
“We always pursue quality
through a high level of craftsmanship and manufacturing standards,”
says Emuden president, Yasunori
Yanagida. “The key to maintaining
our high-quality standards in each
of our overseas subsidiaries is to
create a manufacturing structure
where we share a common philosophy, process and discipline. To
achieve this synchronization and to

ensure the quality of our products in
every plant and country, we conduct
training and education for our employees overseas.”
The move has allowed Emuden
to be closer to its customers, the
majority of whom are in China and

Southeast Asia and for whom it
supplies BNC connectors, terminal
blocks, AC inlets, and cables.
Key to the high-quality and performance of Emuden’s electronic components is the company’s own unique
‘Cell Production Method’. Under this
fully-integrated monozukuri-based
production system, Emuden controls
all stages of the process, from design

and development, to progressive
press, plastic molding, processing,
and molding. Moreover, the company
also creates the assembly, the molds
for the assembly, and even the machinery used in the manufacturing
assembly line.
“We work on the reform of the
production method to get better
results in terms of productivity
BOEFGmDJFODZ wTBZT.S:BOBHJEB 
who adds that Emuden’s objective
over the next decade is to “solidify our overseas facilities and the
overseas manufacturing structure
environments between Vietnam,
$IJOB BOE +BQBOw BOE mOE OFX
partners as it looks to gain a foothold in the automotive market.

Foundry integration: new solutions for manufacturing
With its range of state-of-the-art solutions for foundry, surface treatment, mechatronics, and the work environment,
Sintokogio supports its customers’ monozukuri around the world.

i8FCVJMESFMBUJPOTIJQT
XJUIQBSUOFSTGSPNBMM
JOEVTUSJFTJOXIJDIXF
DBOCFOFmUGSPNFBDI
PUIFSTTUSFOHUITBOE
HSPXUPHFUIFS BOE
UFDIOPMPHJDBMJOOPWBUJPOJO
WBSJPVTmFMETJTUIFSFTVMU
PGUIBUDPDSFBUJPOw

TJPO  MJHIU XFJHIU  MPX NBDIJO
JOH  GFXFS EFGFDUT  BOE UIF JEFBM
DPNCJOBUJPOPGDPNQPOFOUT 4JOUP
also supports its customers’ monozukuri UISPVHIJUTAJOCVTJOFTT
NPEFMCZQSPWJEJOH  &RVJQNFOU 
 $POTVNBCMFT BOE  $VTUPN
FSTVQQPSU BMPOHXJUIJOUFHSBUFE
FOWJSPONFOUBMQSPUFDUJPO TBGFUZ 
FYQFSJFODF BOELOPXIPX
i*OPUIFSXPSET 4JOUPJTBPOF
TUPQDPNQBOZ GSPNQSPDVSFNFOU
UPBGUFSTBMFTTFSWJDF8FEPOPU
KVTUTFMMPVSNBDIJOFT CVUXFBMTP
maintain the machines even after
QVSDIBTF  BOE JG BOZUIJOH EPFT
IBQQFO XFSFTQPOEJNNFEJBUFMZ

"TUIFBVUPNPUJWF SBJM BWJB
UJPO  BOE TIJQQJOH JOEVTUSJFT
have evolved and become more
UFDIOPMPHJDBMMZBEWBODFE 4JOUP
IBTFWPMWFEJOUBOEFN EJWFSTJGZ
JOHJUTQSPEVDUQPSUGPMJPCFZPOE
the foundry business to include
TVSGBDFUSFBUNFOU NFDIBUSPOJDT 
QPXEFSUSFBUNFOU DFSBNJDT BOE
FOWJSPONFOUBMTPMVUJPOT BTXFMM
BTUFTUJOHBOENFBTVSJOHFRVJQ
NFOU 5PEBZ  OFX UFDIOPMPHJFT
BMTPQMBZBNBKPSSPMFBU4JOUP 
XIJDI DBO VTF *P5 BOE DMPVE
EBUB UP BOBMZ[F UIF QFSGPS
mance of its machines at the
SFRVFTUPGUIFDVTUPNFS

"UTVTIJ/BHBJ 1SFTJEFOU
4JOUPLPHJP -UE
Ever since the company’s founder
JOWFOUFE+BQBOTmSTUTBOEDBTUJOH
NPMEJOHNBDIJOFJO BNBDIJOF
PGmDJBMMZ SFDPHOJ[FE BT +BQBOFTF
.FDIBOJDBM &OHJOFFSJOH )FSJUBHF 
4JOUPLPHJPIBTDPOUJOVFEUPNBLF
IJTUPSZBTBQJPOFFSJOHBOESFQVUFE
EFWFMPQFS PG GPVOESZ BOE DBTUJOH
NBOVGBDUVSJOHTZTUFNT
Formally established in Na
HPZB JO   4JOUP IBT HSPXO
UP CFDPNF B XPSMEMFBEJOH JOUF
HSBUFE QMBOU NBOVGBDUVSFS GPS
UIF GPVOESZ JOEVTUSZ TUBOEJOH
IJHIBCPWFJUTDPNQFUJUPST XJUI
 FNQMPZFFTXPSMEXJEFBOE
BHMPCBMOFUXPSLPGTVCTJEJBSJFT 
NBOVGBDUVSJOH TJUFT  BOE BGUFS
sales service bases to ensure it is
BMXBZTDMPTFUPJUTDVTUPNFST
'SPN NPMEJOH NBDIJOFT  TBOE
TZTUFNT  DPSF NBLJOH NBDIJOFT 
BOE BMVNJOVN DBTUJOH QSPEVDUT 
UPTIPUCMBTUJOHBOEFOWJSPONFOUBM
equipment; Sinto’s foundry prod
VDUTBSFVTFECZBXJEFSBOHFPG
NBOVGBDUVSFSTJOUIFBVUPNPUJWF 
BWJBUJPO TIJQCVJMEJOH SBJM JSPO
TUFFM BOEEJFDBTUJOHJOEVTUSJFT
"MPOHXJUIJUTDBTUJOHNBOVGBD
UVSJOHTZTUFNTPGGFSJOHJODSFBTFE
BEEFE WBMVF UISPVHI IJHI QSFDJ

"CPWF4LJMM4BGFUZ5SBJOJOH$FOUFSSJTLQSFEJDUJPOUSBJOJOHVTJOH
NBOOFRVJOTTJNVMBUJOHXPSL#FMPX8PSMESFDPSECPUUMFDBQ
NPTBJDTIPUUBLFOGSPNBCPWFBUUIBOOJWFSTBSZFWFOU

at the location closest to each
DVTUPNFS w TBZT QSFTJEFOU  "UTV
TIJ/BHBJ
i8FIBWFCVJMUBHMPCBMOFUXPSL
UP PGGFS JNNFEJBUF BGUFSTBMFT
TFSWJDFT DMPTF UP UIF DVTUPNFST 
XIFOBOEXIFSFUIFZOFFEJU XJUI
increased productivity and short
FOFE MFBE UJNF %FWFMPQJOH PVS
business based on our customers’
OFFET GPSPVSDVTUPNFSTQFBDFPG
NJOE JTUIFCBTJTPG4JOUPTmonozukuri BSPVOEUIFXPSMEw

*OEFFE  BEBQUJPO BOE JOOPWB
tion have been key to the success
of this company over the past nine
EFDBEFT  BOE BT JU BQQSPBDIFT JUT
UIBOOJWFSTBSZ JUXJMMDPOUJOVF
UPEFWFMPQHSPVOECSFBLJOHTPMVUJPOT
to support the manufacture of the
DBST  USBJOT  BOE QMBOFT PG UPNPS
SPX.PTUSFDFOUMZ 4JOUPIBTDPM
MBCPSBUFE XJUI 5PZPUB UP EFWFMPQ
BO JOOPWBUJWF BMVNJOVN DBTUJOH
UFDIOPMPHZ o POF FYBNQMF PG JUT
monozukuri UISPVHIDPDSFBUJPO

i8F CVJME SFMBUJPOTIJQT XJUI
partners from all industries in
XIJDIXFDBOCFOFmUGSPNFBDI
PUIFSTTUSFOHUITBOEHSPXUPHFUI
FS BOEUFDIOPMPHJDBMJOOPWBUJPOJO
WBSJPVTmFMETJTUIFSFTVMUPGUIBU
DPDSFBUJPO wFYQMBJOT.S/BHBJ
i*G*MPPLUPUIFGVUVSF BUPVS
ZFBSBOOJWFSTBSZJO PVS
DPNQBOZXJMMTUJMMCFHSPXJOH5P
SFBDIUIBUTUBHF  XFIBWF
UPEJWFSTJGZPVSQSPEVDUQPSUGPMJP
5IBUTIPXXFQMBOUPDPOOFDUUP
UIFGVUVSFw
(MPCBMJ[BUJPOJTBNBKPSQSJPSJUZ
GPS+BQBO*ODOPXBEBZT TPNFUIJOH
XIJDI4JOUPCFHBOJOXJUIUIF
FYQPSUPGJUTmSTUGPVOESZQMBOUUP
BDVTUPNFSJO.FYJDP CFGPSFJUFY
panded to Asia and later to other
SFHJPOT %VSJOH UIF mSTU QIBTF PG
4JOUPT HMPCBMJ[BUJPO TUSBUFHZ  UIF
GPDVTXBTPOUSBOTGFSSJOHUFDIOPM
PHZEFWFMPQFEJO+BQBOUPJUTJOUFS
OBUJPOBMHSPVQPGDPNQBOJFT)PX
FWFS JOUIFDVSSFOUTFDPOEQIBTF 
FBDIHSPVQDPNQBOZJTUBTLFEXJUI
QSPBDUJWFMZ DSFBUJOH OFX CVTJOFTT
PQQPSUVOJUJFT EFWFMPQJOHOFXQSPE
VDUTBOEUFDIOPMPHJFTCBTFEPOMPDBM
OFFEToBQSPDFTTPGHMPCBMJ[BUJPO
SPPUFEQSJNBSJMZJOMPDBMJ[BUJPO
i8IFOUIPTFOFXQSPEVDUTNFFU
the needs of the local markets and
TIPXQPUFOUJBMGPSHMPCBMFYQBOTJPO 
UIPTFHSPVQDPNQBOJFTCFDPNFUIF
DIBNQJPOTGPSUIPTFQSPEVDUT BOE
UIFZVUJMJ[FUIF4JOUPHMPCBMOFUXPSL
UPQSPNPUFUIFNXPSMEXJEF5IJTJT
UIFLJOEPGSFMBUJPOTIJQXFXBOUUP
IBWFCFUXFFOBMMPGPVS4JOUP(SPVQ
DPNQBOJFT wBEET.S/BHBJ
i"T XF IBWF BSPVOE  
HMPCBMFNQMPZFFTJOUPUBM JOPSEFS
UPHSPX XFBSFFODPVSBHJOHFBDI
PGUIFNUPEPXIBUFWFSUIFZBSF
DBQBCMFPG5IFTVQQPSUPGPVSFN
ployees and partners around the
XPSMEXJMMPOMZNBLFVTTUSPOHFSw
Monozukuri is a quintessential
Japanese concept of craftsman
TIJQ #VU UISPVHI 4JOUPT DPO
TUBOUMZ FYQBOEJOH JOUFSOBUJPOBM
OFUXPSL UIFmonozukuri philoso
QIZGPSNBOVGBDUVSJOHFYDFMMFODF
and constant pursuit of innovation
IBTHPOFHMPCBM
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Growing globally through staff localization

“We hope to welcome
more foreign employees
from international
DPVOUSJFTw

ries across the globe, Japanese
machinery makers like Newlong
Industrial (NLI) are world leadFSTJOUIFJSmFME
Established in 1941, NLI has
grown to become a top-class machine manufacturer with worldrecognized technological capabilities, supplying packaging machinery
widely used in the food, fertilizer,
chemical and semiconductor industries, among others. NLI boasts a
domestic market share of 98% for
industrial sewing machines, 80%
for automatic packaging machines

president, Yasuyuki Cho. “Today,
50% of our products are exported
overseas. Moving forward, we will
continue to challenge ourselves
CFDBVTFXFCFMJFWFUIBUPVSmSN
has the potential to continue its
JOUFSOBUJPOBMEFWFMPQNFOUw
Today, NLI has 20 overseas afmMJBUFTBOEBTUIFDPNQBOZTFFLT
to strengthen its international
foothold, particularly in Southeast
Asia, it has also prioritized hiring
international recruits. As indicated
by Mr. Cho, NLI aims to become a
global company, “though small but

and 90% for bag-making machines,
while its international operations
continue to grow.
“With experience in meeting all
of the needs of the packaging industry, we have built up a track reDPSEXPSMEXJEFJOBMMmFMET wTBZT

XJUIMBSHFBNCJUJPOw BOEBMSFBEZ
more than half of the staff in its
International Sales Department
are non-Japanese.
“Our strategy is to grow globally but act locally. Today, the
‘top leadership’ of our interna-

Yusuyuki Cho, President,
Newlong Industrial Co., Ltd.

https://nlwww.com/eng/
If there is one industry where
the Japanese monozukuri manufacturing philosophy really
shines through, it is machinery.
Closely adhering to the tenets
of monozukuri and stringent
quality standards to build the
most reliable, durable and highperforming machinery for facto-

UJPOBM PGmDFT JT DPNQPTFE PG
people from each respective
DPVOUSZ wIFTBZTi'PSFYBNQMF 
our Chinese and Taiwanese employees have taken full responsibility of our operations in those
countries. Our aim is to continue
UBLJOHUIJTMPDBMJ[FEBQQSPBDIw
As an ambitious company that
never rests on its laurels and continues to invest in R&D, innovation
and the development of its staff,
NLI offers employees the ideal environment for personal and career
growth, as well as the opportunity to experience the Japanese
monozukuri philosophy of excelMFODFmSTUIBOEi"TXFDPOUJOVF
UP BEWBODF HMPCBMMZ w BEET .S
Cho, “we hope to welcome more
foreign employees from internaUJPOBMDPVOUSJFTw

Creating new quality in steel through
cutting-edge technology

“We will continue
investing in technologies
to improve, grow,
and create new and
better offers for our
DVTUPNFSTw
Mikio Kobayashi, President,
Yamato Kogyo Co., Ltd.
Japanese steel has been famous
for centuries thanks to the samurai sword, perhaps one of the
mOFTUSFQSFTFOUBUJPOTPGUIFOBtion’s craftsmanship and monozukuri, guiding manufacturing

principles that are also found at
the core of steel-maker Yamato
Kogyo Co., Ltd.
Combining the age-old philosophy of Japanese steel making with the latest cutting-edge
technologies, Yamato has made
a name for itself as a manufacturer of the highest-quality steel
products found in infrastructure,
buildings, ships and railroads
across the world.
“Monozukuri is a Japanese concept which refers to the process
of creating things under a special
mindset of achieving the customFSTTBUJTGBDUJPO XIJDIJTPVSmOBM
NJTTJPO w TBZT QSFTJEFOU  .JLJP
Kobayashi. “Therefore, monozukuri is not only repetition but also
an attitude to manufacture with
strict quality control to offer what
the customers expect and even
FYDFFEJUw
Having built its reputation on
exceeding customer expectations, Yamato is now pursuing

international expansion, with
a particular focus on the U.S.
market, as well as Southeast
Asia. At the same time, the
company is employing the latest fourth industrial technologies to ensure its superior qual-

“To improve our competitiveness in the global market, it is
necessary to adapt to the trends
of the market and to apply AI and
other cutting-edge technologies
UP PVS CVTJOFTT w DPODMVEFT .S
Kobayashi. “Our goal is to con-

ity steel products are built to
support the global infrastructure and construction projects
of the future.

stantly learn the newest technologies and to be one of the top companies that support infrastructure
XPSMEXJEFw

Moving from a manufacturing to a
Magokoro company
Showa Denki has successfully fused the philosophies of monozukuri and Magokoro to become a fully-integrated service provider
improving workplace environments across the world.
Factories can sometimes be hot, dusty
BOEEJGmDVMUFOWJSPONFOUTUPXPSLJO
'PSDPNQBOJFTMPPLJOHUPJNQSPWFUIF
PQFSBUJOHFOWJSPONFOUPGUIFJSQSPEVDUJPO GBDJMJUJFT UP FOTVSF B NPSF
QMFBTVSBCMF BOE QSPEVDUJWF TQBDF
GPSUIFJSXPSLFST NBOZUVSOUPUIF
FYQFSUTBU4IPXB%FOLJ
/PU POMZ EPFT 4IPXB %FOLJ
NBOVGBDUVSF FOWJSPONFOUBM JNQSPWFNFOUFRVJQNFOU CMPXFSTBOE
EVTUNJTUDPMMFDUPST JUJTBMTPBXPSL
FOWJSPONFOUNFBTVSFNFOUQSPWJEFS
"TTVDI 4IPXB%FOLJGVODUJPOTBTB
DPOTVMUBODZTFSWJDF JTTVJOHBOBMZTJT

“.BHPLPSPDBOOPUCFTFFO
PSUPVDIFE#VUXFCFMJFWF
that our customers can
GFFMJUJOPVSNBDIJOFT 
TFSWJDFT BOEIPTQJUBMJUZw
,FOTBLV,BTIJXBHJ $&0
4IPXB%FOLJ$P -UE
BOESFQPSUTPOBDMJFOUTXPSLFOWJSPONFOU BGUFSXIJDIJUSFDPNNFOET
BQBUIGPSXBSEUISPVHIUIFVTFPG
JUTIJHIRVBMJUZFRVJQNFOU
&TUBCMJTIFE JO   4IPXB
%FOLJ IBT NBEF B OBNF GPS JUTFMGBTBNBOVGBDUVSFSPGUFDI-

OPMPHJFT GPS BJSnPX #VU UPEBZ 
BT UIF DPNQBOZ MPPLT UP HSPX
BOEFYQBOEPOUIFJOUFSOBUJPOBM
TDFOF $&0,FOTBLV,BTIJXBHJT
BNCJUJPOJTGPS4IPXB%FOLJUP
become a “Magokoro” company,
XIBUIFEFmOFTBTBGVMMZJOUFHSBUFE TFSWJDF QSPWJEFS XJUI B
NBOVGBDUVSJOHEFQBSUNFOU
The term ‘monozukuri JT
DMPTFMZBTTPDJBUFEXJUI+BQBOFTF
NBOVGBDUVSJOH )PXFWFS  4IPXB
%FOLJ BJNT UP UBLF UIF monozukuri NBOVGBDUVSJOHTQJSJUUPBOFX
MFWFMUISPVHIMagokoro BVOJRVFMZ
+BQBOFTFXBZPGTIPXJOHIPTQJUBMJUZBOETJODFSJUZ
“Magokoro cannot be seen or
UPVDIFE #VU XF CFMJFWF UIBU PVS
DVTUPNFST DBO GFFM JU JO PVS NBDIJOFT  TFSWJDFT  BOE IPTQJUBMJUZ
5ISPVHIMagokoro XFCFMJFWFUIBU
XFDBOIBWFUIFUSVTUPGPVSDVTUPNFST5SVTUJTEFmOJUFMZOPUTPNFUIJOH
ZPVDBOCVZXJUINPOFZ wFYQMBJOT
.S,BTIJXBHJi5IFGVTJPOPGmonozukuri and Magokoro MFE 4IPXB
%FOLJUPDVTUPNJ[FFBDIQSPEVDUGPS
FBDIDVTUPNFSXJUInFYJCMFJEFBT 
XIJDIIBTCFDPNFPVSTUSFOHUIBMM
PWFSUIFXPSMEw
4JODFUIJTZFBSPMEDPNQBOZ
UPPL JUT mSTU GPSBZ JOUP UIF JOUFSOBUJPOBMNBSLFUJO JUIBTOU
MPPLFECBDL)BWJOHFTUBCMJTIFEPQFSBUJPOTJO5IBJMBOEJO XIFSF
JU EFWFMPQFE UIF DPODFQU GPS JUT
A8JOESBDFSGBOUIBUIBTQSPWFOB
IJUCBDLIPNFJO+BQBO UPTFSWJDF
UIFOBUJPOTHSPXJOHNBOVGBDUVSJOH
JOEVTUSZ 4IPXB%FOLJIBTFYQBOEFE
UPTFWFSBMPUIFSNBSLFUT JODMVEJOH
5BJXBO  4PVUI ,PSFB  .FYJDP BOE
UIF6OJUFE4UBUFT

5IF HSPXJOH NBDIJOFSZ
NBOVGBDUVSJOH BOE BVUPNPUJWFJOEVTUSJFTPGGFSQBSUJDVMBS
PQQPSUVOJUZGPS4IPXB%FOLJT

HSPXUI PWFSTFBT  FYQMBJOT .S
,BTIJXBHJ  XIP IBT FOTVSFE
UIBU UIF QIJMPTPQIZ PG monozukuri and Magokoro are mainUBJOFEBUUIFDPNQBOZTJOUFSOBUJPOBMCSBODIFT
i8IFO * TUBSUFE PVS PWFSseas business, I did not use
UIFXPSETA.BEFJO+BQBO CVU
A.BEFXJUI+BQBO5IJTNFBOT
XFNBLFUIFQSPEVDUXJUIUIF
TQJSJUPG+BQBOFTFmonozukuri
XIFSFWFSXFBSF wIFTBZTi'PS
FYBNQMF  5PZPUB IBT B MPU PG
GBDUPSJFT PWFSTFBT BOE JO +BQBOCVUUIFQSPEVDURVBMJUZBU
BMM QMBOUT JT UIF TBNF * UIJOL
it is because they maintain
UIFJSTQJSJUPG+BQBOFTFmono-

"UUIFTBNFUJNFUIBU4IPXB
%FOLJ IBT TPVHIU JOUFSOBUJPOBM
FYQBOTJPO UIFDPNQBOZIBTBMTP
EJWFSTJmFE JUT EPNFTUJD CVTJOFTT
JOUPUIFCBTTmTIJOHJOEVTUSZ"T
BQBTTJPOBUFmTIFSNBO .S,BTIJXBHJTQPUUFEBOPQQPSUVOJUZUPTFMM
BOEEJTUSJCVUFTQPSUTmTIJOHCPBUT
GPS DVTUPNFST JO +BQBO  MFBEJOH
4IPXB %FOLJ UP TJHO EJTUSJCVUPS
BHSFFNFOUT XJUI 64 CBTT mTIJOHCPBUNBOVGBDUVSFST $IBSHFS 
7FYVT BOE#BTTDBU
i'PSUIJTCVTJOFTTMJOF XFIBWFGBDJMJUJFTGPSCPBUBTTFNCMZ BOEBMTPUP
QFSGPSNBGUFSTBMFTNBJOUFOBODF8F
BMTPDPTQPOTPSCBTTmTIJOHUPVSOBNFOUT TVDIBTUIF8PSME#BTT4PDJFUZ1SP5FBN5PVSOBNFOUJO+BQBO w
FYQMBJOT.S,BTIJXBHJ XIPTBXUIF
NPWFJOUPUIFCPBUJOHJOEVTUSZBTUIF
JEFBMPQQPSUVOJUZUPCPPTUUIFDPNQBOZTCSBOE
%SBXJOHPOJUTZFBSTFYQFSJFODF
as a reputed manufacturer of techOPMPHJFT GPS SPUBUPST  4IPXB %FOLJ
IBTBMTPEFWFMPQFEB%$NPUPSGPS
FMFDUSJDPVUCPBSENPUPSTVTFEJOIJHI
QFSGPSNBODFCBTTmTIJOHCPBUT5IF
NPTUSFNBSLBCMFGFBUVSFPGUIJTNPUPS
JTJUTSFQMBDFNFOUPGBDPOWFOUJPOBM
NPUPSXJUICSVTIFTXJUIBCSVTIMFTT

zukuri .Z UBSHFU JT UP FOTVSF
FBDI PWFSTFBT PGGJDF TVQQMJFT
QSPEVDUT BOE TFSWJDFT XJUI
UIF TBNF TQJSJU PG +BQBOFTF
monozukuriw

EFTJHOUPESBNBUJDBMMZSFEVDFNBJOUFOBODF GSFRVFODZ  FYUFOE TFSWJDF
MJGFBOESFEVDFOPJTFoZFUBOPUIFS
FYBNQMFPG4IPXB%FOLJTPVUTUBOEJOHmonozukuri-MagokoroGVTJPO

